Acer recommends Windows 8 Pro.

This notebook comes with 15.6” screen size, featuring Acer ComfyView LED-backlit display, integrated Acer Crystal Eye HD webcam, 1366x768 HD resolution and high brightness.

Smart performance

The TravelMate P453 delivers all the power required for serious business via the powerful Intel® Core™ processors, while the enhanced graphics is guaranteed by the NVIDIA® GeForce® GT 630M Series or Intel® HD Graphics 4000 that allow responsive performance and rich media capabilities.

In addition, crisp video conferencing feature and a range of connectivity options give you a possibility to stay connected, where your business takes you. Thanks to the built-in ExpressCard slot, that allows you to connect many peripheral devices to your notebook, you can stay productive.

While the USB 3.0 port guarantees faster data transfers, making entering and outputting information easy.

The Power-off charging technology lets you charge up other mobile devices from your notebook anytime, even if the notebook is off.

The TravelMate P453 comes with Acer Office Manager, a manageability solution which helps you to deploy security policies, monitor IT assets and schedule maintenance tasks.

This notebook comes with 15.6” screen size, featuring Acer ComfyView LED-backlit display, integrated Acer Crystal Eye HD webcam, 1366X768 HD resolution and high brightness.
Acer recommends Windows 8 Pro.

Acer TravelMate P453 is the perfect choice for SMB and corporate users looking for a notebook that delivers smart performance, multi-level security, ergonomic and reliable design to boost business productivity. Thanks to the TravelMate P453 you can carry out day-to-day tasks with more simplicity and less effort. Equipped with Windows 8 Pro, you can get it all done.

**Solid Security**

Acer provides the TravelMate P453 with a complete security tool to support users’ needs. The Acer ProShield secures your notebook from unwanted access from BIOS level up to application level and enables you to manage your security applications under a unified user interface. Configure your BIOS, create encrypted Personal Secure Drives and add extra layers of protection to keep your data safe. The Acer ProShield solution allows you to actually manage your IT assets remotely and uniformly.

The TravelMate P453 comes also with the Trusted Platform Module (TPM) solution that assures the integrity of the client platform. TPM creates reporting of security relevant metrics, detects changes to previous configurations and derives decisions how to proceed.

**Productive and Reliable Design**

The TravelMate P453 comes with Acer FineTouch keyboard, with an extra key travel distance that offers a comfortable typing experience. Moreover, the keyboard is spill-resistant and the keys have a scratch-resistant coating to withstand intense usage and improve durability.

Acer TravelMate P453 is the perfect choice for SMB and corporate users looking for a notebook that delivers smart performance, multi-level security, ergonomic and reliable design to boost business productivity. Thanks to the TravelMate P453 you can carry out day-to-day tasks with more simplicity and less effort. Equipped with Windows 8 Pro, you can get it all done.

**Warranty extension program**

All Acer notebooks come with a standard Carry In warranty (including International Travellers Warranty - ITW) which can be extended up to 5 years’ cover with the Acer Advantage program that provides a priority repair service. Users can also choose to have Accidental Damage Insurance in case of any accidental, sudden and unforeseen damage to the product by external means which affords the operational functioning of the product. Acer TravelMate P453 is the perfect choice for SMB and corporate users looking for a notebook that delivers smart performance, multi-level security, ergonomic and reliable design to boost business productivity. Thanks to the TravelMate P453 you can carry out day-to-day tasks with more simplicity and less effort. Equipped with Windows 8 Pro, you can get it all done.

**Eco-Smart**

Acer takes into consideration the ways to reduce environmental loading from the outset of production, in addition to user needs, functionality and added value. All Acer notebooks meet the Energy Star® 5.0 specifications and are EPEAT® Gold Registered guaranteeing energy savings and longer battery life.

**Accessories**

- Additional power supply
- Additional battery
- Choice of carry cases
- Wireless mouse
- USB Docking Station
- Optional Pack
  - (1 Power adapter + 1 Carry case + 1 Accessory pack)

**Built for business, compatible with life**

With Windows 8 Pro, you don’t have to sacrifice performance, security, or flexibility. You simply get it all in a personalized experience which allows you to combine great features, for businesses with your preferred apps. All without compromise, the security you need to run your business.

If that’s not enough and you want also to be always connected, Windows 8 Pro helps you to work fast and more secure from virtually anywhere with Mobile Broadband, Wi-Fi and VPN clients. Now you can access your PC, files, apps and media from virtually anywhere with Remote Desktop.
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